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Health and Wellness
Lisa Bondurant
o lawyers devote significant time to their own health and well-being? They surely
devote significant time to their clients. Yes, we have fit-bits and exercise plans,
join gyms,eat healthy meals, have law firm wellness plans, and know the signs of
alcoholism and depression—and we say we save time for ourselves. But do we know how
many lawyers are really looking out for their health and wellness?
Consider honestly: Are you sleeping enough? Did you miss the family vacation? Do you
skip breakfast and work through lunch? Feel the toll your work is taking on your life? Lawyers spend most days taking care of other people's problems but so often neglect their own.
It's no secret that attorneys have a high incidence of alcoholism, and the rates of suicide
are higher in our profession than in others. Depression is common,and bum-out rates are
high. This edition of TortSource tackles these serious issues pertinent to health and wellness.
Three attorneys share their experiences and wisdom in our feature articles and a law

practice management column. Robynn Moraites, executive director of the Lawyer Assistance Program of the North Carolina State Bar, describes effects of the False Self Syndrome.
The North Carolina Bar Association was one of the earlier state bars to implement a formal program for lawyers with mental health and addiction issues. S[uart Mauney of South
Carolina writes about lawyers and depression in two articles that are both compelling and
positive. Finally, lisa Ramsay Cole,a partner with Lewis Thomason in Nashville, Tennessee,
advocates managing the daily stresses and anxieties oflaw practice with exercise and fitness.
Step back after reading this edition of TortSource and ask yourself the tough questions.
Ponder ways to help yourself ar your partners. Consider how you can smell the roses
more often. Make some personal changes. We need to take care of ourselves in order[o
take care of our clients, as well as those who are important in our personal lives. You'll
be glad you did. ❖
Lua Bondurant is a partner with Womble Carlyle Sandridge Fy Rice, LLP, in Atlanta, Georgia,
and a member of the TortSouree editorial board. She can be reached at lisa.bondurant@
wcsrcom.
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awyers are especially adept at maintaining a facade. "Never let `em see ya sweat" is
wonderful advice for entering into a tough mediation, negotiation, or lengthy trial.
The problem arises when we take an adage like that to heart so strongly that we completely disconnect from our authentic internal experience.
Most lawyers we see at the North Carolina Lawyer Assistance Program who struggle with
debilitating depression got there through decades of dishonoring, disconnecting from, or
ignoring and pushing down their true internal emotional experience. How do we do this so
effectively for so long? Part of the answer lies in something called the "False Self Syndrome."
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Ending the Epidemic of Lawyers'
Depression and Substance Abuse
Disorders
C. Stuart Mauney
e know lawyers are especially vulnerable to depression, suicide, and substance abuse disorders. But why is that? And once we know why, what
can we do about it?
A lawyer commentator rhetorically asked,"Does the way that lawyers are encouraged to think and work make them vulnerable to depression?" (posted at www
legalcheek.com, Sept. 19, 2013). She began to answer by referencing circumstances
familiar to busy lawyers: long hours, heavy workload, and lack ofjob security. But as
she points out, there must be something more insidious at work.
First, she reminds us that lawyers are trained—and often are temperamentally
continued on page 6
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Meeting Round-U~
TIPS Inaugural Section Conference
in Philadelphia
Taylor S. Carroll
ears of discussion about the need to
provide TIPS members with programs
focused on important and emerging
issues in a variety of TIPS's legal practice
areas led to refashioning and expanding the
Section's Spring Meeting, which became the
TIPS Section Conference,held Apri129—May
3 at the Ritz-Carlton in Philadelphia. The
location of the inaugural Section Conference
was fitting, given Philadelphia's rich history
and reputation as host for many sigrrificant
events in our nation's history.
Over 500 TIPS members attended the
CLE-rich conference and were treated to
great weather and meticulously planned
programs and events. ThroughouC the conference, members and guests were able to
view the ABAs traveling Magna Carta exhibit,
commemorating the 800th anniversary ofthe
Great Charter signed by King John in 1215.

Hummons, TIPS staff director of meetings
and CLE, and Holly Polglase, TIPS vicechair
nominee, at the National Constitution Center
in Philadelphia on May 1. Photo by Carlos
Vivanco.

Law Practice Management
Lisa Ramsay Cole

Fitness and Exercise Ease
Law Practice Stress
he practice oflaw is stressful, period. Technology has only increased the pressures of
a legal career. When I started practicing 22 years ago,to-do lists were kept on notepads, missed calls werejotted on pink slips, and letters were dictated and typed on
typewriters. Ifit was necessary to deliver unfavorable news to a client or opposing counsel,
you sent a letter via snail mail with the assurance that it would be at least two days before
the other shoe dropped.
Today, my to-do list is effectively my email in-box, which contains between 200 to 250
items on any given day. When clients or opposing counsel want to confer with you, they
start with an email,then place calls to your office phone and cell phone,and follow up with
a fax and a text. The ease with which we can now stay in touch and connected to anyone
and everyone has only added to our ever-growing must-do lists and increased the stress of
practicing law Because ofthe mounting pressures in our profession,it is more important now
than ever before for lawyers to find and adopt positive and healthy ways to manage stress.
Self Caze Becomes a Priority
It is no secret that I manage my stressful—yet fulfilling—life and practice through exercise and healthy eating. But it has not always been that way. When I started my practice in
1993,health and stress management were not on my list of prioriries. I was in my 20s and
maintained my health without stress, never giving it a second thought.
My viewpoint began to change when I entered midlife a few years ago. As I watched
many of my mentors age out of the practice of law, it dawned on me that talang care of
myself was nowhere to be found on my list of priorities. With two children and a husband
Vol. 17, No. 4

Unique to this inaugural conference, TIPS offered focused CLE opportunities, allowing
registrants to choose from among 24 hours of CLE options. The programs targeted lawyers
from both the plaintiffs and defense bars and addressed an array of topics that included
business development,client retention, cyber liability, trial techniques, and jury selection.
Over 50 of the CLE panelists and presenters were in-house counsel and judges, providing attendees ample opportunities to hear professional views from varied perspectives.
The conference,however,was not all CLE-oriented. TIPS included the typical mainstays
of Section meetings: business and committee meetings,social functions, and networlang
opportunities. The Section Conference opened with a Welcome Reception on Apri129 and
a Networking Reception on April 30, both at the Ritz-Carlton. Each of those events was
followed by Young Lawyers'Networlang Events at local Philadelphia watering holes. TIPS
also hosted a Networking Luncheon on Apri130 and the Annual Leadership Luncheon on
May 1,the latter featuring keynote speakersJustice Michael Eakin of the Supreme Court
of the Commonwealth ofPennsylvania and Philadelphia District Attorney Seth Williams.
The Section Conference social calendar highlight was the Reception and Gala Dinner
on May 1 at the National Constitution Center, where TIPS honored three lawyers with
Section awards. Dianne M. Nast of Philadelphia received the Pursuit ofJustice Award,
which recognizes lawyers and judges who have exceled in providing access to justice for
all. Joshua D. Lee of Chicago received the Edmund S. Muskie Pro Bono Service Award,
which recognizes commitment to public service. Larry P. Schiffer of New York was presented with the Andrew C. Hecker Memorial Award, which recognizes a lawyer whose
outstanding lifetime achievements have consistently demonstrated the qualities ofleadership, outreach,enthusiasm, professionalism, and pride in TIPS and its accomplishments.
.TIPS offers a note of special thanks to the Section Meetings Task Force and TIPS staff
members who worked so hard to make the Section Conference a rousing success. ❖
Taylor S. Carroll is a partner in the Baton Rouge, Louisiana, office of Williams Ryan Anderson
fr Carroll LL.P, where he pracrices in thefields of commercial litigarion and construcrion
law He is a member of the TortSource editorial board and can be reached at tcarroll@
wart-law tom.

who is anattorney, an 85-year-old mother for whom I am largely responsible, an active
and busy ]aw practice, and the management of Lewis Thomason and its almost 90 attorneys, there was little room for me on my priority list. It was up to me to make a change.
Each morning before preparing breakfast for my two teenagers and getting myselfready
for the day, my first order ofbusiness is to run several miles. I also work out with a personal
trainer at least three mornings each week.(I do have to admit, however, that I typically
read and reply to some emails before I rie the laces on my running shoes,so I'm not already
running behind before my day even begins.)
After worlang out,I eat a healthy breakfast and pack a healthy lunch and snack for the
day. I eat "clean"(consuming only the foods on my trainer's approved list), limit my alcohol intake, and drink at least 120 ounces of water per day. I do allow myself one "cheat"
meal per week.I have adhered to this routine for the past three years, and have lost 35-40
pounds in the process. Most importantly,I no longer feel stressed, despite myinordinately
long to-do list and overwhelming responsibilities.
The Therapeutic Value of Physical Activity
The most enjoyable and therapeutic part of my routine is the personal training. Again,
I recognize that being a lawyer is stressful. But in 22 years,I have found nothing that gives
me clarity, calmness,and perspective like an hour with a personal trainer. It is a cliche, but
running, lifting weights, and just being active is truly good for the soul and better than
the best therapy money can buy. I encourage all lawyers to get off the couch and go to the
gym,cut out unhealthy food, and limit unhealthy quantities of alcohol. In return, you will
be less stressed and have more energy.
A wise mentor once told me,"The practice oflaw is a marathon,not a sprint." We lawyers must train for our own personal marathon,pace ourselves, and make self-care a priority.
Look for me in the office, in the gym, or on the road. I hope to see you in my path. The
practice of law is stressful, but exercise reduces stress. Period. ❖
Lua Ramsay Cole is the president of Lewis Thomason, which serves regional and national
clients from its offices in Knoxville, Memphis, and Nashville, Tennessee. Cole is also
the managing shareholder of thefirm's Nashville office and can be reached at lcole@
lewisthomason.corn.

Back into the Light
C. Stuart Mauney
tudies show that lawyers are three times more likely
to suffer from depression than any other profession.
The rate of substance abuse disorders is twice that of
the general population. Suicide is the third leading cause
of death among attorneys, after cancer and heart disease.
Perhaps you know someone who is struggling with such
a problem. Let me introduce you to someone who has
been there.
The lyrics to singer and songwriter James Taylor's song
"Down in the Hole" include the following:

All of the things that I just mentioned are the warning signs for depression---or being
down in the hole, the hole so deep, so dark, so steep, with no obvious way out.
The American novelist William Styron was best known for his novel Sophie's Choice. In
1985, Styron suffered from clinical depression, which he would later recall in his memoir
Darhness Visible. In that book, he wrote about his descent into depression, his attempted
suicide, and the triumph of recovery. Styron described his depression this way:
The decision malting of daily life involves not, as in normal affairs,
shifting from one annoying situation to another less annoying—or
from discomfort to relative comfort, or from boredom to activiry—
but moving from pain to pain. One does not abandon, even briefly,
one's bed of nails, but is attached to it wherever one goes.
Styron related the madness of depression to a storm, but a storm
of murk. Responses slow down; energy throttles back close to zero.
Ultimately, the body becomes sapped and drained.
Hope, Help, and Support
What did I do? I got help. With the support of my wife and the
help of antidepressant medication, I slowly came out of the hole and
back into the light. It was not quick, and it was not easy, but slowly
I climbed out of that hole. I could not have done it by myself. No
amount of alcohol or vacations orjust pulling myself up by my bootstraps would have done it. I needed help.
My story is not terribly dramatic. I did not lose myjob, and I was
never suicidal. I was never hospitalized, but I was sick. I got help and
got better. Depression can be treated, and you can recover, be successful, and be productive. If you remember nothing else, remember these three things:

Welcome down underground,
hunker down a spell.
Gets to feel like home to me
though I lalow it looks like hell.
Down in the hole,
Lord, it's deep and the sides are steep.
And the nights are long and cold,
down in the hole.
Light and love and the world above
mean nothing to the mole.
Taylor has called this song his anthem to depression. He la~ew about the hole, the hole
so deep, so dark, sides so steep, with no obvious way out.James Taylor had been there.
The Hole of Depression
And,I have been there. Some 23 years ago, during a time in which I had been feeling
down and things had not been going my way at work, I noticed that I was not myself.
I felt down most of the time. I had lost interest in most activities. I was more tired and
had less energy. I had trouble thinking and concentrating at work, and I was indecisive.
I would be at work for hours on end and find myself having not accomplished anything
at all. I was more irritable and emotional, particularly at home.
I also experienced a change in my sleeping patterns. I began to wake up in the moming around 430,and then not be able to go back to sleep. I thought I was going back to
sleep, but I never did—and as a result, I woke up tired.

• Depression is a medical illness, not a personal wealmess.
• Depression is a medical problem that can be successfully treated with medication
and therapy.
• If you or someone you know has a problem,seek help from a medical professional.
Please remember that there is hope, and there is help. You are not alone.
A directory oflawyer assistance programs in each state can be found on the ABA website. Lawyers may also call the National Helpline for Lawyers at 1-866-LAW-LAPS. •:~
C. Stuart Mauney is a shareholder with Gallivan White fr Boyd, P.A., in Greenville, South
Carolina. He is a volunteer with the South Carolina Bar Lawyers Helping Lawyers Program,
and a member of the ABA Advisory Committee on Lawyer Assistance Programs. He can
be reached at smauney@gwblawfirm.com.

Mark Your Calendar
ABA Annual Meeting
July 30—August 3, 2015
Chicago, IL
(312-988-5672)
Estate Planning: What You Need to
Know Personally and Professionally
August S, 2015
Webinar: 1:00-2:30 p.m. EDT
http://shop.americanbar.org/ebus/
ABAEventsCalendar/EventDetails.
aspx?productId=188462802

Free Member Monday: Teleconference CLE The ABCs of Beginning
Your Law Career
August 10, 2015
(312-988-5498)
Ethics Essentials and Leadership
Tips for Staff and Outside
Insurance Counsel
September 18, 2015
Philadelphia, PA
(312-988-5498)

TIPS Fall Leadership Meeting
October 14-18, 2015
Scottsdale, AZ
(312-988-5672)
Aviation Litigation National Program
October 22-23, 2015
Washington, DC
(312-988-5708)
For additional and updated information about
these programs and other TIPS events, visit the
calendar at the T1P5 website: www american
bar.org/groups/tort_trial_insurance_practice/
events_cle.html
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Getting Lost in Our Own Lives
emotional and endurance limits. We also need to learn how to say
n~to certain clients, to certain jobs or practice areas, and especially
to our own internal voice that commands us to ignore what is really
going on inside of us.

continuedfrom page 1

The False Self Syndrome
P~oaa!
The term "false self' was originally identified and named
by child psychologists who studied the socialization stages of
~ ~`..---:
The Pressure of Confidenriality
children. We all have our default instinctual drives and desires.
As lawyers, we can't talk about the moral complexities of the work
~2econneeting
As children, for example, we do not want to share our toys,
we are doing,especially when we are zealously advocating for a position
with the
True Self
be potty trained, or eat with utensils. Yet society expects and
we do not personally support. We have no viable outlets for processing
demands these behaviors of us. We adapt because it is more
Sepgyndcome
our emotional responses to our clients' positions. So we ignore them,
important for us to have acceptance,love, approval, and affirdisconnect, and move on
mation from our caregivers than to firmly hold on to our toys
~
(well,sometimes). We continue to adapt throughout life, adjust_
Success Can Be the Most Dangerous Trap
ing and modifying our behavior to varying degrees in order
I ~'~
The fact that success can reinforce the false self may be a bit counterto meet social norms and expectations. This process is a norintuitive, and yet it is probably the most unportant trap to understand.
mal, healthy one that helps to foster healthy ego development.
With constant success, we start to believe the persona is all there is.
The False Self Syndrome, however, clistorts this normal,
There is nothing deeper to connect to or hold us when things don't go
healthy process. When the False SelfSyndrome has taken effect
our way—we believe we really are in control, a master of the universe.
in our young adult or even later adult years, we overly identify with the behaviors and image
A few years ago in North Carolina, there was a very successful lawyer who was famous
we have created. This process is an unconscious one we have learned by habit and condifor never losing a case. Then he lost a big case and committed suicide the next day. He had
tioning because it rewards us handsomely at firstacademically, emotionally, financially,
lost sight of the fact that sometimes wejust get bad facts. This is a true story and may seem
and socially. The problem is that it eventually boomerangs onus. As we become increasingly
extreme, but it is illustrative of the idea that success can become one's image of self. What
preoccupied with the trappings of success and approval—such as looking good, always
happens if suddenly that success is not there? If we don't have something deeper, more
appearing to be on top of everything, and so forth—we concurrently abandon our "true
eternal, and more authentic to ground us, we get lost in the false image.
selves" in the process. The true self can be thought of as our deeper, more eternal self—a
There is something to be said about failing once in a while. Failure connects us to a
self that is less reactive to life and less concerned with what other people think.
sense of humility and humanity. Humility and awareness of one's own humanity are not
It is understandable that we might be trapped in the False Self Syndrome and its ensutraits that are valued in the legal profession, but they are essential for a rewarding quality
ing misery because most lawyers by nature are highly adept at adaptation by the time
of life and sustainable mental health.
they reach law school. If not,law school surely is a boot camp that firmly establishes this
unhealthy pattern in lawyers in training(a topic for another article). And finally, there are
Reconnecting with the True Self
aspects of the legal profession itself that reinforce a false selfin us.
We attain a major milestone when we recognize the inherent pitfalls oflaw practice and
how the practice itself reinforces the false self. That recognition alone is often enough to help
The Emorional Toll of Zealous Advocacy
a lawyer struggling with depression and anxiety to begin to wake up to his or her true self.
Zealous advocacy is revered as the cornerstone of our profession. But no one in law
Reconnecting with our true self is very empowering. A world of choices opens up for us.
school e~lains that we will be representing causes,conditions,institutions, or people that
The encouraging news is that more lawyers than you might imagine have traveled this
we disrespect, don't like, or even despise. No one tells us or teaches us how to hold and
journey of awakening and have found deep fulfillment in a legal career established on a
manage that tension. We have to pocket those feelings and stuff them down, put on the
different, healthier, and more consciously awake footing. You can,too. ❖
false-self persona, and march forward as a zealous advocate.
Instead of holding the tension, it is easier to act like we actually agree or support the
Robynn E. Moraites is the executive director of the Lawyer Assistance Program of the North
position we represent. Of course we have to do that. We can't go into court, a mediation,
Carolina State Bar in Charlotte, North Carolina. She can be reached at robynn@nclap.org.
or a negotiation really in touch with feeling frustrated—or even clisgustedby our client's
position. We'd never be able to do our jobs if we did. So we split off from ourselves, disconnect the head from the heart, and go to battle. Over time, this suppression takes a big
ISSN # 1527-9445.
emotional toll on us if we are not consciously aware of what is happening. It can make
TortSource is published quarterly by the
a significant difference to be able to simply articulate to ourselves or to a trusted friend
Toh Trial & Insurence Predice Section of the
American Bar A55ociation.
A Publieauon of the ?ort ?rial
that we don't agree with the position our role as a client's attorney requires us to advocate.
6z Insurance Practice Section
American Bar Association
Always the Helper
Lawyers tend to be of a personality type that operates as ahero/rescuer. We solve other
people's problems. We take pride in that role. There is nothing wrong with it, except when
we overly identify with it. We get into trouble when we don't recognize that we need to hit
the brakes. We get a lot of narcissistic perks for never saying no. We may get so identified
with the rescuer role that we don't~r can'tadmit to ourselves when we are in need of
help. Feelings of vulnerability do not mesh with the view we have of ourselves as always
being the helper.
Ignoring Boundaries
Spealang of never saying no ... a career practicing law teaches us to ignore or abolish
boundaries. We have been trained to devise strategic ways to overcome boundaries and
to ignore limits. Our profession greatly rewards us for not having certain kinds of boundaries and reinforces processes and patterns that disconnect us from our true self: always
working late and on weekends, never firing a bad client, taking verbal abuse from senior
partners—you can name others. Internal emotional boundaries,however, are really important for good mental health. We need to first recognize and then honor our individual
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Legislative Update
Wesley Bissett and Timothy Penn

NARAB II Becomes Law; FEMA
Implements Homeowner Flood
Insurance Affordability Act
n January, President Barack Obama signed into law H.R. 26, a legislative package
that included a multiyear reauthorization of the Terrorism Risk Insurance Act and
the NARAB II insurance producer licensing legislation. Although the e~ension of the
terrorism insurance program received most of the attention and headlines, the enactment of the NARAB II proposal is significant for many within the insurance agent and
broker community.
Meanwhile,the Federal Emergency Management Administration(FEMA)continues its
implementation of the reforms required by the Homeowner Flood Insurance Affordability
Act of 2014(Affordability Act), which modified certain provisions of the Biggert-Waters
Flood Insurance Reform Act of 2012(BW12).
NARAB Focuses on Licensing Compliance for MultiJurisdiction
Agents and Brokers
State law requires insurance producers to be licensed in everyjurisdiction in which they
operate, and those who conduct business in multiple states face inconsistent standards
and duplicative processes. Many agents and brokers complain that these requirements
are costly, burdensome, and time-consuming and hinder their ability to effectively and
efficiently serve clients.
NARAB II addresses these problems by establishing a nongovernmental, membershipbased, nonprofit corporation known as the National Association of Registered Agents
and Brokers(NARAB). This entity will ultimately create aone-stop licensing compliance mechanism for agents and brokers who operate in multiple jurisdictions, while
states remain responsible for the oversight and day-to-day regulation of the marketplace.
Membership and participation in NARAB will be voluntary, but an agent or broker
must first become a member of the organization in order to take advantage of its benefits.
Once approved for membership, a producer may utilize NARAB to obtain the regulatory authority needed to operate in any jurisdiction. NARAB members will be required
to pay state licensing fees, but states may not impose any other licensing, application, or
market entry-related requirements on members.
The law otherwise leaves insurance regulation in the hands of state officials. State regulators will continue,for example, to regulate marketplace conduct, oversee the actions
of producers, investigate complaints, and take action against those who violate the law
NARAB will be established and governed by a board of directors composed of eight
insurance regulators and five private sector representatives. The board will be appointed
by the president and confirmed by the U.S. Senate, and its initial members are effected
to be selected in the near future.
Rate Increases,Premium Refunds for Homeowner Flood Insurance
Under the National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP), approximately 80 percent of
policyholders do not pay subsidized rates. FEMf1s implementation of BW12 required
that approximately 5 percent of the remaining 20 percent of policyholders face annual
flood insurance premium increases of 25 percent until premiums reached full-risk levels. That 5 percent was composed mostly of policies for nonprimary (i.e., secondary)
residences, businesses, and severe repetitive loss properties. Subsidies were no longer
available for newly purchased properties, properties with lapsed flood policies, or new
policies covering properties for the first time.
The Homeowner Flood Insurance Affordability Act requires gradual rate increases
on properties with subsidized rates, from 5 percent to 15 percent annually within a single risk class, but no more than 18 percent annually for most individual policyholders
until the risk class premium reaches the full-risk rate. Policyholders with older business

properties, older secondary residences, severe repetitive loss properties, or properties
substantially damaged or improved are subject to rate increases of no more than 25 percent annually. Also, the Affordability Act allows new purchasers of a property to retain
pre-FIRM (flood insurance rate map)rates and assume the previous owner's flood insurance policy until FEMA develops new guidelines.
The Affordability Act requires refunds of excess flood insurance premiums paid for
certain properties under the pre-FIRM subsidy elimination that BW12 required. It also
restores the grandfathering of some properties into lower risk classes that BW12 eliminated. Policyholders with grandfathered properties are not entitled to excess premium
refunds.
In January, Rep. David Jolly (R—FL)introduced H.R. 141, the Flood Insurance Premium Parity Act of 2015, which would make some secondary residences and business
properties eligible for subsidized risk flood insurance premium rates. The bill was referred
to the House Committee on Financial Services, which has taken no action on it. ❖
Wesley Bissett is president of The Bellemore Group, LLC,in Baltimore, Maryland. Timothy
Penn is second vice president, Travelers Companies, Inc., in Hartford, Connecticut. They can
be reached, respectively, at wes.bissett@iiaba.com and TPENN@travelers.com.

TIPS History Committee Preserves a View into the Past
continuedfrom page 8
• 1985—Professionalism Committee established
• 1986—First annual TIPS Spring Meeting held in Boston
• 1988—TIPS membership exceeds 30,000; L.aw in Public Service Committee
(LIPS) established
• 1990—Distinguished Professor of Tort and Insurance Law Award presented
posthumously to Robert B. McKay; award renamed in his honor
• 1991—First conference on Emerging Issues in Motor Vehicle Product Liability Litigation
• 1992—First annual CLE meeting of Toxic Torts and Environmental Law
Committee
• 1993—Insurance Coverage Litigation Committee holds first midyear meeting;
first Transportation Megaconference
• 1994—TIPS establishes Committee Project Fund, part of ABA Fund for Justice and Education
• 1996—Douglas G. Houser is first recipient of Andrew C. Hecker Memorial
Award
• 1997—Dianne Dailey is first woman to chair TIPS; Section presents inaugural
Edmond S. Muskie Pro Bono Awards to Lisa Smith and Alan Wishnoff; TIPS
Scholarship Fund established in cooperation with International Risk Management Institute (IRMI)
• 1998—First issue of TortSource published
• 2000—First annual ABA/TIPS National Trial Academy held at National Judicial
College in Reno, Nevada; TIPS NOW!Fellows Scholarship Program launched
• 2001—Inaugural TIPS Pursuit of Justice Award presented to Dave Casey Sr.
• 2003—Name becomes Tort Trial ~ Insurance Practice Section; new TIPS logo
designed by Jim Bliss; Alex Gonzales is first minority to chair TIPS
• 2004—Animal Law Committee established
• 2005—Inaugural Kirsten Christophe Memorial Award for Excellence in Trial
and Insurance Law presented to Fran Semaya
• 2007—TIPS Leadership Academy graduates first class
• 2008—First issue of e-TIPS news published; First TIPS Liberty Achievement
Awards presented to Hon. Bernice B. Donald and Catherine Christian
• 2010—TIPS Fellows Program established
• 2011—InauguralJames K. Carroll Leadership Award presented to Leo J. Jordan
• 2013—TIPS celebrates Section's 80th anniversary ❖

Jill B. Berkeley is a member of Neal, Gerber fy Eisenberg, LLP in Chicago and is the
immediate past chair of the TIPS History Committee and TIPS Fellows. She can be reached
atjberheley@ngelaw corn.
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Ending Lawyers'Depression and Substance Abuse Disorders
continuedfrom page 1
inclined—to analyze and pick apart issues. But we may turn that analytical instinct
inward and begin to criticize ourselves. As the commentator suggests, "while a bit
of self-analysis can be healthy, brooding on your
mistakes can be profoundly self-destructive."
Further, she says the "prevailing culture of
24/7 availability only makes matters worse." Then
" ~~~
there is the unwritten expectation that lawyers
should put their work and law firm first. The law~ ~~
yer commentator concludes by suggesting that
~ ~
if we are predisposed to depression anyway or
suddenly face extra personal or professional pressures, "the way we're encouraged to think and
work can be a real problem."
The Downsides of Perfectionism and
Pessimism
Psychologists identify two personality traits
that make lawyers more prone to depression than
other professionals: perfectionism and pessimism.
The legal profession attracts perfectionists and
rewards the perfectionism that drives us to excel
in college,in law school, and on the job. But, perfectionism may foster a dark side, leading to a chronic feeling that "nothing is good
enough." When we make the inevitable mistake, perfectionism magnifies the failure.
Lynn Johnson,"Stress Management," Utah State BarJournal,January—February 2003.
In his work "Stress Management for Lawyers," Dr. Amiram Elwork agrees that
perfectionism is rewarded in both law school and the practice of law However, perfectionism can lead to negative thinking such as, "If I don't do it perfectly, I'm no
good," "It's no use; I should just give up," or "I have to do it perfectly, and I can't quit
until it's perfect." Such thinking can lead to depression. Susan Daicoff,"Depression Is
Prevalent Among Lawyers—But Not Inevitable," The Complete Lawyer, Dec. 2,2008.
In addition to attracting perfectionists, the legal profession also attracts pessimists.
Recent studies have shown that in all graduate school programs in all professional
fields except one, optimists outperform pessimists. The one exception: law school.
Pessimism helps lawyers excel by making us skeptical of what our clients, our witnesses, opposing counsel, and judges tell us. It helps us anticipate the worst and thus
prepare for it. However, pessimism can be bad for our health, as it can lead to stress
and disillusionment, making us vulnerable to depression.
Achieving a Healthy and Balanced Life in the Law
So, how can lawyers can avoid these problems and achieve a balanced life and fulfillment in the practice of law?
Helpful advice is offered in Lawyer Life—Finding a Life and a Higher Calling in the
Practice ofLaw(ABA 2003)by the Honorable Carl Horn III, a former U.S. magistrate
judge in North Carolina who is now in private practice in Charlotte. After examining
the profession and its various problems,Judge Horn set forth "12 Steps Toward Fulfillment in the Practice of Law," which is based on choices that a lawyer can make to
enhance professional performance and personal gratification:
1. Face the facts. Do you feel good where you are professionally and personally,
and where your life appears to be going? Let honesty be the rule here. Lawyers
who do not ask these kinds of questions, who fail to engage in periodic introspection, are more likely to experience what has been described as "the lingering
feeling of emptiness despite material success."
2. Establish clear priorities. Lines must be drawn beyond which we are not
willing to go, at least not on a regular basis. Make time with your family a top
priority, and be sure your schedule reflects it. Clearly, earning enough money to
support oneself and one's family is essential. But in a balanced life, the proper
prioritization of generating income must not become a license for workaholism.
3. Develop and practice good time management. Many lawyers could begin to
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make significant progress simply by paying close attention to the following five
areas: better planning, minimizing interruptions by phone or in person, more
careful scheduling and planning of meetings, mastering the paper flow, and
more thoughtful and efficient delegation. If you live by the rule that the way to
get things done right is to do it yourself, get over it. The time and energy that
you alone have to give can—and will—soon run out. What you can accomplish by the thoughtful and efficient delegation of tasks to
others is significantly less limited. Anything that can be done
by others should be done by them. Those who learn to delegate effectively will free up many of their own hours and see
,_
~
their productivity rise significantly.
4. Implement healthy lifestyle practices. A positive cor~~ ~
relation exists between lawyers who self-report a sense of
subjective well-being and those who engage in certain practices that are deemed "healthy." Those practices include regular
exercise, attending religious services, personal prayer, hobbies,
engaging in outdoor recreation, pleasure reading, and taking
weeks of vacation. Lawyers with other serious interests--those
who successfully resist the "all work and no play" syndrome—
also consider themselves the happiest.
5. Live beneath your means. Unless we actively struggle
against it, we will find ourselves engaging in consumer spending that severely limits our ability to choose a healthier, more
balanced life.
6. Don't let technology control your life. How we manage
not to become a victim of the 24/7 grip of technology in the
twenty-first century is something each lawyer must work out on an individual
basis. Some get up early and work, either at home or in their offices, so they
can have dinner with their families most evenings. Others decline to carry cell
phones or check email or voicemail much of the time when they are away from
the office. Whatever our strategy, the core objective is the same: to establish
boundaries that prevent technology from controlling our lives.
7. Care about character—and conduct yourself accordingly. We must strive
to conduct ourselves honorably, which means refusing to lie, cheat, or steal,
regardless of the intense pressure we may be under, or however profitable the
wrong choices may appear to be. If we care about our character, and conduct
ourselves accordingly, we will be able to sleep well at night.
8. Just say "No" to some clients. Sometimes we should `just say no" to certain
clients. Enough said.
9. Stay emotionally healthy. We must seek a healthy balance between our rational, cognitive side on the one hand, and our feelings, emotions, heart, and
imagination on the other. We must pursue balance, not only in how we spend
the limited hours of our lives, but also between our outer and inner selves.
10. Embrace law as a "high calling." Judge Horn says we must reaffirm ideals
that transcend self-interest, including our individual and profession-wide commitment to the common good. We should not be afraid to make value-based
decisions or give advice undergirded by moral conviction. In short,if we are to
find fulfillment in the practice of law, we must embrace law as a high calling.
11. Be generous with your time and money. The primary point here is fairly selfish: being generous with our time and money will make us feel better about
our profession and our lives generally. Those who have been revered for their
wisdom and empathy are often people who believed that the very purpose of
life is to be of service to others.
12. Pace yourself for a marathon. The challenges set forth by Judge Horn are
those with which we can expect to struggle for the rest of our lives. Thankfully,
they are not impossible struggles, and if we diligently take these steps, we can
realistically expect to move closer to our goal of finding balance, success, and
fulfillment in the practice of law ❖

C. Stuart Mauney is a shareholder with Gallivan White f~ Boyd, P.A., in Greenville, South
Carolina. He is a volunteer with the South Carolina Bar Lawyers Helping Lawyers Program,
and a member of the ABA Advisory Committee on Lawyer Assistance Programs. He can be
reached at smauney@gwblawfirm.com.

~E"`When I Was a New Lawyer"
~~G. Glennon Troublefield
Member, Carella, Byrne, Cecchi, Olstein, Brody &
Agnello, PC, Roseland, New Jersey
Chair-Elect, Tort Trial &Insurance Practice Section
What is your background, and what inspired you to become a lawyer?
In 1987, during my third year attending the University of Pittsburgh School of Engineering Iapproached acareer crossroad. I had to decide whether to pursue graduate work
in the field of mechanical engineering or to pursue other career opportunities. Faced with
several choices, I am grateful to my sister for guiding my career path toward becoming
an at[omey.
Where did you go to law school,and what did you do right after that?
I graduated from the Seton Hall University School of Law After law school, 1 clerked
for the Honorable Virginia A. Long in the Superior Court
of New Jersey, Appellate Division. At the end of my clerkship, Ientered private practice.
What young lawyer e~cperiences particularly stand out
in your memory? What have you learned from them,
and how have they helped you to succeed?
When I started working in private practice, one of the
partners of my firm asked me to request an adjournment
of a hearing scheduled in Bankruptcy Court. He pitched
the adjournment request as being "no big deal." I should
have been on guard. The judge was particularly annoyed
by our late rec{uest for an adjournment. He was right. For
me,the lesson of the day was ro appreciate that the court's resources(and law clerk's time)
are limited.
How is entering the legal profession today different from when you became a lawyer?
Young lawyers entering the legal profession today face a decreased job market in some
sectors, increased debt Erom law school, and limited opportunities to obtain trial e~perience. They also must absorb changes in the practice of law that have emerged over the
years, such as growth in the field of cybersecurity. The influences of a cyber-based and
electronic legal world must be guarded fastidiously to preserve client confidentiality and,
in some cases, the attorney-client privilege.
Whom do you most admire?
That is a really good question. The list includes my parents and family who stressed
the importance of education, anyone who tries cases, and individuals who have dedicated
their lives to public service.
What is your greatest source of professional pride?
One particular area of pride relates to giving back to law students. Each year, I try to
spend time speaking with law students and new bar admittees about legal career opportunities and the importance ofjoining an organization such as TIPS. One day,I received a
thank you card from a law student with whom I had spoken. Because of our conversation,
she had decided not to abandon her pursuit of a law degree. Learning that my words and
encouragement made a difference was a great source of pride.
How did you become involved with the ABA?
I became involved in the ABA after listening to a presentation by the dean of Seton
Hall University School of Law in which the professional benefits of ABA membership
were highlighted.
What is the worst professional advice you ever received?
I was working on motion papers with a co-counsel, who said, "don't worry about

submitting the document; we can fudge it when we get to oral argument." Bad advice.
I erred on the side of supporting our motion with the sufficient documentary evidence.
Thejudge commented on the thoroughness of our submissions and we won the motion.
What is the best professional advice you
ever received?
When I was cleridng, one of the judges on
the appellate division bench gave the clerks
two pieces of advice: First, be courteous and
have humility when practicing law Second,if
you believe in a cause, do not shy away from
conflict or challenges—the success that you
achieve is defined by your perseverance.
What personality trait has served you best
over the years?
I would say hard work and the desire to
develop solutions for my clients that fit within
ents its own unique
e counsel to invest
~urces to develop a
solution within
the contours of
the law I have
never been
reluctant to commit the personal
time necessary
to achieve the
results that my
clienu desire.

Glennon Troublefield's
Advice
for New Lawyers:
• Learn the rules of civil procedure and evidence; they will
contribute to your success as a
trial attorney.
• Your credibility will define your
professional reputation for years
to come. Guard your reputation
with extreme care.
• Be prepared and respect the judicial process. Before entering the
courtroom, know your case well.
Be courteous to the court an
opposing counsel.
• Learn to balance the needs of
your clients, your firm, and
family.
• Get involved in TIPS as a young
attorney. If you devote the time,
the professional networking
and growth opportunities are
boundless.
,,.....r._... ,

What challenges you the most?
like so many of our fellow lawyers, finding the right balance between work and famffy is a daily challenge.
What would you most like to accomplish as TIPS's chair?
First, I hope to e~cpand the awareness of TIPS as a leading voice of the tort trial and
insurance professions. TIPS has a strong national voice in the legal profession because of
the contributions of representatives of the plaintiffs, defense, and insurance bars. With
that said, our general committees' CL.E programs and the Section Conference are excellent platforms in which we can grow the TIPS brand.
Second, because the growth and retention of our membership is of paramount importance, Ihope all TIPS leaders will join me in reinforcing the value and benefits of a
membership in TIPS, especially to those who seek professional development opportunities.
Third,I want to encourage all facets of the Section to support the involvement of young
professionals through programs such as the TIPS Trial Academy, the Section Conference,
and the TIPS Insurance Academy. The contributions of young professionals are vital to the
growth of TIPS in the years to come.
What themes will you focus on for 2015-2016?
In no particular order: growing TIPS membership and diversity, supporting the general committees,developing the TIPS Insurance Academy,conducting a successful Section
Conference in 2016, and giving back to our country's military veterans through public
service projects.
Diversity has become a stated priority for the ABA.What,in your opinion, best demonstrate successes regarding diversity—for the ABA,and for TIPS?
In my view,the alumni of both the TIPS Trial Academy and the TIPS Leaderstup Academy,as well as the diverse practice areas of TIPS's leaders, demonstrate part of the success
ofITPS's diversity policies. ❖
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TIPS History
Committee Preserves
a View into the Past

~~
TORTTRIAL&INSURANCE PRARICE

Jill B. Berkeley
"Those who cannot remember the past are condemned to repeat it." George Santayana, The Life of Reason: Reason in Common Sense (Scribner's 1905),
"There is nothing new except what has been forgotten." Marie Antoinette. BrainyQuote.
com, Xplore Inc, 2015. http://wwwbrainyquote.com/quotes/quotes/m/mariean
toi210954.htm1, accessed June 22, 2015.
ooking for an index of every TIPS meeting since 1985? Want to review the TIPS
Leadership directory from 2002 to the present? Need to search for the posiion that TIPS took on a specific House of Delegates bill? What was the debate
preceding formation of the TIPS Animal Law Committee? Whether you are a new
general committee chair, newly elected to TIPS Council, a member of a special standing committee, or involved in any other TIPS initiative, you will find that the TIPS
History Archive can provide you with answers to the issue or task before you, and
how it was decided or accomplished.
Visit the TIPS History Archive at
www americanbar.org/directories/tips_history_directoryhtml
First, a little history about the archive: Although perhaps stated not as eloquently
as George Santayana or Marie Antoinette, the TIPS Long Range Planning Committee
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at its fall meeting in 1995 recognized the work of the Institutional Memory Subcommittee, which had been charged with deciding what Section information needed to
be "institutionalized," and how to store, gather, and disseminate it. In the absence of
an archive, Chair Dianne Dailey described the frustration of Section leaders having
to "reinvent the wheel" every time TIPS Council addressed an issue that had been
discussed previously.
Over the next five years, the TIPS History Committee was formalized and worked
with TIPS staff and Lexis Nexis to gather and store electronically all Council minutes
and agendas, special standing committee minutes, and annual reports that could be
found prior to 1996.
The following years saw many ups and downs, a succession of technology managers, the loss of all floppy discs saved by TIPS's staff from 1992-2000, ABA technology
platform changes, and general volunteer turnover. But finally, in 2013, TIPS launched
the TIPS History Online Archive, which is listed as a Resource on the home page of
the TIPS website.
In the spirit of celebrating our history, here are some of the Section's milestones:
• 1933—TIPS established with 1,650 members as Section of Insurance Law
• 1957—Section name becomes Insurance, Negligence, and Compensation Law
(INCL)
• 1965—First issue of Tort Trial ~ Insurance Practice Law Journal published (titled
The Forum)
• 1971—First issue of I1ie Brief published
• 1975—Section membership exceeds 14,000; first Midwinter Symposium on
Insurance 6z Employee Benefits
• 1979—Section name changed to Tort and Insurance Practice Section (TIPS)
• 1983—TIPS membership exceeds 20,000
continued on page 5
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